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Abst rac t - -Let  E be a real normed linear space and let A : E ~-* 2 E be a uniformly continuous 
and uniformly quasi-accretive multivalued map with nonempty closed values uch that the range of 
(I - A) is bounded and the inclusion f E Ax has a solution x* E E. It is proved that Ishikawa 
and Mann type iteration processes converge strongly to x*. Further, if T : E ~-* 2 E is a uniformly 
continuous and uniformly hemicontractive set-valued map with bounded range and a fixed point 
x* E E, it is proved that both the Mann and Ishikawa type iteration processes converge strongly to 
x*. The strong convergence of these iteration processes with errors is also proved. (~) 2001 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- -Un i formly  quasi-accretive, Uniformly hemicontractive, Uniformly continuous, Itera- 
tions, Normed spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a real normed linear space and let J : E ~-* 2 E* denote the normalized uality map 
given by 
J x  :--- {f* E E*: (x,f*) = llxll 2 --llf*II2}, 
where E* denotes the dual space of E and (., .} denotes the generalized ual ity pairing. It is well 
known that  if E is smooth, then J is single-valued. In the sequel, we shall denote the single- 
valued normalized ual ity map by j .  It is also known that J is the subdifferential of the convex 
functional ¢ : E ~-~ [0, co) defined by ¢(u) := 1/2IixiI 2. As a consequence, the following geometric 
inequal ity holds in E: Vx, y E E and j (x + y) E J(x ÷ y), we have that  
]Ix ÷ yi] 2 _~ ]]X][ 2 +2(y , j ( z+y) ) .  (1) 
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DEFINITION 1.1. A multivalued map A : D(A) C E ~ 2 E is called C-strongly accretive if 
Vx, y • D(A), 3 j (x  - y) • J(x - y) and a strictly increasing function ¢:  [0, c~) ~-* [0, oo) with 
¢(0) = 0 such that 
<~ - ~, j (x  - y)> ~ ¢( l l x  - y l l ) l lx  - yl l ,  ~ • Ax, ~1 • Ay. (2) 
A multivalued map T : D(T) C E ~ 2 E is called C-strongly pseudocontractive ffVx, y • D(T), 
3 j (x  - y) • J (x - y) and a strictly increasing function ¢:  [O, oo) ~-~ [O,c~) with ¢(0) = 0 such 
that 
(v - # , j (x  - y)) <_ [[x - yH 2 - ¢(t[x - yH)[[x - y[I, v • Tx, # • Ty. (3) 
DEFINITION 1.2. The multi-A is called uniformly accretive if Vx, y • D(A ), 3 j (x -y )  • J (x -y )  
and a strictly increasing function ¢ : [0, oo) ~ [0, oo) with ¢(0) = 0 such that 
(~ - ~hj(x - y)) >_ ~b(llx - YI[), ~ • Ax, 77 • Ay, (4) 
while the multi-T is called uniformly pseudocontractive ff V x, y • D(T), 3 j (x  - y) • J (x - y) 
and a strictly increasing function ¢ : [0, oo) ~-. [0, oo) with ¢(0) = 0 such that 
(~ - , , j (x  - y) )  < IIz - yll 2 - ¢ ( l l x  - y l l ) ,  . e T~,  , • Ty .  (5) 
Observe that T is uniformly pseudocontractive f and only if A -- (I - T) is uniformly accretive 
(where I denotes the identity operator). Furthermore, a close study of definitions (2) and (4) (as 
well, (3) and (5)) shows that every C-strongly accretive (respectively, C-strongly pseudocontrac- 
tive) map is uniformly accretive (respectively, uniformly pseudocontractive), since ¢(t) = t¢(t) 
is a strictly increasing function with ¢(0) = 0. The converse, however, is not always true, as 
Example 1.4 below demonstrates. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let N(A) := {x* E D(A) : 0 E Ax*} and F(T) := {x* E D(T) : x* e Tx*} 
denote the null space of A and the fixed-point set of T, respectively. If N(A)  # 0 and (2) 
(respectively, (4)) holds Yx  E D(A), y E N(A),  then A is called C-strongly quasi-accretive 
(respectively, uniformly quasi-accretive). Similarly, if F(T) # ~ and (3) (respectively, (5)) holds 
Y x E D(T), y E F(T), then T is called C-strongly hemicontractive (respectively, uniformly 
hemicontractive ). 
Observe further that a uniformly hemicontractive map T can have at most one fixed point x*, 
since if y* is another fixed point of T, then x* E Tx*, y* E Ty*, and 
IlY* - x*[[ 2 -- (Y* -x* , J  (y* - x*))  < IlY* - x*[[ 2 - ¢ ( [ ]Y*  - z ' l [ ) ,  
so that ¢([[y* -x*  [[) = 0 ~ y* = x*. The same applies to uniformly quasi-accretive operators A. 
The class of "uniformly quasi-accretive maps" seems to have been first introduced in [1] under 
the name "uniform subaccretive maps", while the class of "uniformly pseudocontractive maps" 
seems to have been first introduced in [2,3] under the name "weakly contractive" and "d-weakly 
contractive maps". 
Interest in this class of accretive-type operators stems mainly from the fact that many physically 
significant problems can be modeled in terms of an initial value problem of the form 
dx 
f E --~ + Ax, z(O) = xo, (6) 
where A is an accretive-type operator in an appropriate space. The solutions of the inclusion 
f E Ax are precisely the equilibrium points of system (6). Thus, several authors (see [1-33]) have 
used the Mann [23] and Ishikawa [21] iteration processes to address the problem of iteratively 
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approximating such equilibrium points (when they are known to exist). Recently, Liu [22] and 
later Xu [32] introduced the so-called Mann and Ishikawa iteration processes with errors and 
proved that the sequence of approximations generated by these processes converges trongly to 
fixed points of strong pseudocontractions i  uniformly smooth spaces. Several authors have stud- 
ied these iteration processes with errors (see e.g., [10,11,13,18,19,22,24,29,32]). Osilike [27,28] 
observed that the classes of maps studied by Chidume [5], Dunn [20], and Weng [30] are proper 
subclasses of the class of uniformly hemicontractive maps and proved that if K is a nonempty 
subset of a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : K ~-* 2 g is a multivalued uniformly hemi- 
contractive map, then a Mann-type iteration process converges strongly to the fixed point of T. 
It is our purpose in this paper to prove that both the Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods 
converge strongly to the zero of a uniformly quasi-accretive map in arbitrary normed linear spaces. 
Related results deal with the strong convergence of these iteration processes to the fixed points 
of uniformly hemicontractive maps in arbitrary real normed linear spaces. We also show how our 
theorems extend to the so-called iteration processes with errors. Our theorems generalize and 
extend (in some cases, with trade-offs) several important known results in this connection (see 
e.g., [1-10,12-20,22-24,26-34] and several others). 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let E = ~, the reals, with the usual norm, and let K := [2, c~). Define A : K ~-* 
2 E by 
[0,2], i fx  = 2, 
Ax := x -2  
1 + (x_  2)2, i fx  > 2. 
Then A has the unique zero x* = 2 • K. Define ¢ : [0, c¢) ~ [0, (x)) by ¢(t) := t2/1 + t 2. Then 
¢ is strictly increasing and ¢(0) = 0. Now, V~ • Ax, x • K,  we have that 
(~ - 2 )  2 I~ - z* l  2 = ¢(1~ - x ' l ) ,  
<ZhX-X*  ) = <~,x -2)= 1+(x_2)2  = l+ l~_x , i  2 
so that A is uniformly quasi-accretive with function ¢, but not C-strongly quasi-accretive since 
(n ,z  - x*> > ¢( I z  - x* l ) l z  - x* [ ,  
only if ¢(t) < (t/1 + t2), Vt > 0, but such a function cannot be increasing. (Observe that the 
graph of t/1 + t 2 over [0, oc) is similar to the graph of the "Chi-squared" function.) Now, let 
T : K ~-* 2 E be defined by 
[0 ,21,  i f  x = 2,  
Tx  := (z  - 2) ~ 
1 + (x_2)2 ,  i fx  > 2. 
Observe that T has a unique fixed point x* = 2 E K. For all ~ E Tx, x E K, we have that 
( z  - 2 )  ~ 
<~ - ~*, z - ~*> = <~, x - 2)  = 1 + (x  - 2 )2  
(x -  2) 2 = ix_  2l 2 _ ¢ ( ix_  21 ) 
= (x  - 2 )2  1 + (x  - 2 )2  
= Ix - x*r  2 - ¢ ( Ix  - z* l ) ,  
so that T is uniformly hemicontractive with function ¢. But 
(x  - 2)  2 
<5-x* ,x -x* )=<{-2 ,  x -2 )=(x -2)  2 1 ~_'(x -~)2 <- lx -2 i2 -C( [x -2 i ) ]x -2 ] ,  
only if ¢(t) < t/1 + t 2, Vt k 0, and such a function ¢ cannot be increasing. Hence, T is not 
C-strongly hemicontractive. 
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DEFINITION 1.5. Let E be a real normed linear space and let CB(E) be the family of all 
nonempty closed and bounded subsets of E. A set-valued map A : D(A) C E H CB(E)  is 
said to be uniformly continuous if for every given ~ > 0, there ex/sts a 6 > 0 such that for any 
x, y E E, [Ix - y[[ ~ 6 ~ H(Ax, Ay) < ~, where H is the Hausdorff metric on CB(E) defined 
by: VF, G e CB(E),  
H(F,G) := max ~sup inf d(x,y), sup inf d(x,y)~. 
[.xEF yEO yEG xEF J 
The following remark shall be needed in the sequel. 
REMARK 1.6. (See [35, p. 480].) Let F, G e CB(E) and let x E F. For k > 0, there exists y E G 
such that d(x, y) < H(F, G) + k. 
2. MAIN  THEOREMS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ¢ : [0, co) ~-* [0, co) be a strictly increasing function with ~(0) = 0 and 
let {On}, {an}, and {un} be nonnegative real sequences such that an -- o(un), ~n>_o un = co, 
limn--,oo vn = O. Suppose that 
02+1 --~ 02 -- //n~ ) (0n+l )  -~- fin, n ~ 0. (7) 
Then On * 0 as n --* co. 
PROOF. The proof follows from the following two claims. 
CLAIM 1. liminfOn = 0. 
Suppose the contrary and let liminf0n = 5 > 0. Then 2N0 > 0 integer, such that Vn > 
No,On ~_ 6/2. Also, since an = o(vn), 3N1 > 0 such that an/vn ~_ 1/2~b(6/2), Vn ~ N1. Let 
N := max{N0,N1}. Then Vn _> N, 
=02-1  (~)  
Hence, 
~¢ Vn _ On - ~+i, 
so that summing, and observing that the right-hand side telescopes, we get 
n>_N 
and hence, we have that ~ vn < co, which contradicts the condition on {Vn}. Thus, the claim 
holds. Hence, there exists a subsequence {Onj} c {0n} such that l imj_~ Onj = O. Thus, given 
any c > 0, there exists an integer J0 > 0 such that 0nj < (1/2)e, ~/j > J0. Also, 3N2 > 0 
such that Vn ~_ N2, an < (1/2)¢(e/2)vn. Let n, denote nj. ,  where j .  is chosen such that 
nj. > max{njo,N2 }.
CLAIM 2. On.+k <: (1/2)~, Vk > 0. 
The claim is trivially true for k = 0. Suppose that the claim is true for some k > 0, but not 
for k + 1. Then 0n.+k+l ~ (1/2)a. But 
E2 
_<02 < 2 4 -- n .+k+l  -- On.+k -- Vn.+k• (On.+k+l) + an.+k 
~2 1 
- 4 5 ~ un.+k<~- ,  
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which is impossible. The claim, therefore, holds. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the proof of the lemma 
is complete. | 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a real normed linear space and let A : E ~-* 2 E be a uniformly 
continuous and uniformly quasi-accretive set-valued operator with nonempty dosed values such 
that the range of (I  - A) is bounded and the inclusion 0 • Ax has a solution x* • E. Let {an}, 
{/3n} C [0, (1/2)) be real sequences such that 
(i) lim,-~oo an = 0 = limn-.oo 13n, and 
(ii) En>_O an  = 00. 
Then the sequence {xn} generated from an arbitrary xo • E by 
y~ = (1 - /3n)x~ + ~n~,~, ~ • (I - A)xn, n >_ O, (8) 
xn+l = (1 - an)xn + anon, Vn • (I - A)yn, n >_ 0 (9) 
converges trongly to x* as n --* c~. 
PROOF. Let d := sup{[[w-x*[] : w • ( I -A )x ,x  • E}+][xo-x* [ ]  < co. Then it follows 
by induction on n that Vn _> 0, [[xn - x*[[ _< d, and [[yn - x*[I _< d. Thus, the sequence {xn} 
is bounded. Given k > 0 and An • Ayn, choose fzn+l • Axn+l such that [[An -/2n+1[[ _< 
(1 + k)H(Ayn, Axn+l). Let  ~n+l  ~-~ Xn+l  - ~n+l • (_T -- A)xn+z and observe that 
IlWn -- &+~[[ = II(Y,~ -- An) -- (x .+ l  - ~-+1)11 
-< Ily,~ - Xn+l[[ + IIA,, - P-~+II[ 
<_D(an+~n)+( l+k)H(Ayn,AXn+l )  ~0, as n ~ oc, 
where D := 2sup{lIxnll + H~n]l + ]l~nll :n  _> 0} < c~, k • (0,1) is a fixed real number and H is 
the Hausdorff metric (see Remark 1.6). Now, using (1), we have that 
Ilx,~+l - x'I[ 2 _< (1 - a , J  2 Hx,~ - z*ll 2 + 2a,~ (~,~ - ~*, j  (xn+~ - ~*)) 
(1 -  = a,O IIx, - x*ll = + 2,~n (&+~ - x*,j (xn+l - x* ) )  
-[- 2an ( 'n -- ~-~+1, j (Zn+l -- X*)) 
< (1 -  2 [ a~) l lx. - z* l l  2 +2an IIx.+~ -x* l l  2 
-¢  ([]x,~+l - z*l l)]  + 2a,, Ilw,~ - ~,,+ll l .  IIx.+~ - ~*ll, 
(1 - 2an)Ilxn+X - x*ll 2 ~ (1 - an) 2 Ilxn - ~*11 = - 2~.¢  (llx.+~ - x*ll) 
+ liT- -  n+ ll- - x*ll, 
[[Xn+l - x*[[ 2 < (1 -- an) 2 x* 
- 1--~'~a~ [[xn-  [[2-2an¢([Ix,~+l-x*[[ ) 
+ 1 -2an2a-'----'~ [[ n - ~n+ll[ • ]{xn+l - x*[[ 
--< HXn--x'H2- 2an~ ([[Xn+l- X'I])+ d2(1  "~an a2n ) 
2an 
Since 2an E [0, 1), it follows that 
(1 -  2a.)  -1 = 1+2a.  +4a~ +8a~ +. . . ,  
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so that  
Now set 
to obtain 
lim an = O. 
n--*oo i -- 20~n 
//n :=  2OLn, an = d 1 - -2an  
02+1 ~ 02 -- Vn~b(On+l) --[- O'n, n _> O, 
which is precisely (7). Thus, Lemma 2.1 applies and completes the proof. I 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let E be a real normed linear space and let T : E H 2 E be a uniformly 
continuous and uniformly hemicontractive multivalued map with nonempty dosed va/ues and a 
fixed point x* E E. Suppose that the range ofT  is bounded. Let {an}, {fin} C [0, (1/2)) be real 
sequences such that 
(i) limn-~oo a,~ = 0 = limn-~oo ;3,~, and 
(ii) ~n>oan = oo. 
Then the sequence {xn} generated from an arbitrary xo E E by 
y ,  = (1 - /3n)x ,  + finch, ~ E Txn, n > O, (10) 
Xn+l  = (1 - an)Xn + anon, ~ln E Tyn, n >_ O, (11) 
and converges trongly to x* as n --* c~. 
PROOF. Observe that  A = ( I  - T) is a uniformly continuous uniformly quasi-accretive multival- 
ued map with nonempty closed values and that  R( I  - A) = R(T).  Moreover, x* is a fixed point 
of T if and only if x* is a solution of the inclusion 0 E Ax. The rest of the argument now follows 
precisely as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. I 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let E be a real normed linear space and let G : D(G) C E ~ 2 E be a uniformly 
continuous multivalued quasi-accretive operator with nonempty closed values and a bounded 
range. Suppose that the inclusion 0 E x + Gx has a solution x* E E. Let {an}, {j3n} C [0, (1/2)) 
be real sequences such that 
(i) lim,~--.oo a,~ = 0 = limn--.oo j3~, and 
(ii) En>o an = oo. 
Then the sequence {x,~} generated from an arbitrary xo E E by 
y .  = (1 - x .  - c c=. ,  . > o,  (12)  
x ,+ l  = (1 - a , )  xn - anT, ,  ~n E Gyn, n >_ 0 (13) 
converges trongly to x* as n --~ c~. 
PROOF. Set A := I + G and observe that  A is uniformly quasi-accretive with function ¢(t )  = t 2. 
The rest of the argument now follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. I 
REMARK 2.5. In the next three theorems, we briefly sketch how our convergence results carry 
over to the case of Mann and Ishikawa iteration processes with errors, in the sense of both Liu [22] 
and Xu [32]. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let E be a real normed linear space and let A : E ~-* 2 E be a uniformly 
continuous and uniformly quasi-accretive multivalued operator with nonempty closed values such 
that  the inclusion 0 E Ax  has a solution x* E E and the range of (I - A) is bounded. Let 
{an}, {fin} C [0, (1/2)) be real sequences such that 
(i) limn--.oo an -- 0 = limn--,oo fin, and 
(ii) Ean  = c~. 
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Let {hi,`}, { l~.}  c E be sequences such that  IlU,`II _< Kl13 2, IIV,`II <_ K20`~ for some constants 
K1,K2 > O. Then the sequence {Xn} generated from an arbitrary Xo E E by 
y,` = z , `  - ~,`~,` +u,` ,  
x ,`+ l  = x , `  - c~,`~,`~,`  - c~.7 ,`  + 12,`,  
~,` E Ax,`, n > O, (14) 
7,` E Ay,`, n > O (15) 
converges strongly to x* as n --~ oo. 
PROOF. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we let d := 2sup{ll~ll : w ~ ( I -  A)x ,  
x ~ E}  + IIx0 - x*ll + Kx + K2 < oo. Again, using induction on n, it follows that fix,` - x*ll _< d 
and Ily,` -x*ll < d, Vn > 0. Note that 
IIx,`+~ - Y.ll < D (0`~ + ~,`) -~ O, as n -~ oo, 
so that 
liT,`-&+,ll <_D(a,` +/~,`)+(l  +k)H(Ax,`+l,Ay,`)--- ,O, asn--~oo, 
where D := 2d + sup{ll~,`ll + 117,` 11 : n _> 0}+K~ +/ (2 ,  k e (0,1) is afixed real number and H is 
the Hausdorff metric. Now 
I Ix ,`+x - ~*112 = I1(1 - 0` . )  (~,`  - x* )  + 0`n (n,` - ~*)  + V,`l l  2 
< (1 - 0`,`)2 I Ix,` - ~*112 + 20`,` <n.  - z* , j  ( z , `+ l  - ~*)> 
+ 2 <v,`,j (z,`+~ - z*)) 
< (1 - 0`,`)2 IIx,` - :~*112 + 20,,, I lx,`+l - x*l l  2 - 20`,,¢ (l lx,`+~ - z* l l )  
+ 20`,` 117,` - ,~,`+111. I I z , `+ l  - x* l l  + 2 I IV ,` l l .  I Ix ,`+~ - ~*11, 
(1 - 20`,`)I lx,`+l - ~*112 _< (1 - 0` . )2  I I z .  - ~*112 - 20` ,`¢  ( l lx ,`+~ - x* l l )  
+ 2d0`,` 117,`  - ~,`+1 [I + 2dK20`~, 
I I x .+ l  - z* l l  2 < (1 - 0` . )2  
- 1 -20` , `  I I z " - z* l12 -20` , `¢( l l x , `+ l -x* l l )  
+d(1£ ~ ~ 20`,` 
< I Iz ,`  - z* l l  2 - 20` , `¢  ( l l x , `+ l  - x* l l )  
__20~,` ,] [117,` '--~,` A'11[-[- (K2 ~-d) 0`n] • 
Setting 
=,xn x . ,  = 2o , =d [l o  +xj + + 
yields (7) so that Lemma 2.1 now applies and completes the proof. | 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let E be a real normed linear space and let T : E ~-* 2 E be a uniformly contin- 
uous and uniformly hemieontractive multivalued map with nonempty closed values. Suppose that 
T has a fixed point x* E E and a bounded range. Let {an}, {13n} C [0, (1/2)) be real sequences 
such that 
(i) limn-~oo an = 0 = limn-~oo ~n, and 
(ii) ~'-~,`>0 an = oo. 
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Let {/gn}, {Vn} C E be sequences uch that IlU~ll ~ KI~ 2, IlVnll <~ K2~ 2 for some constants 
K1,/(2 > 0. Then the sequence {Xn} generated from an arbitrary xo • E by 
yn = zn  - Zn~.  + un ,  
xn+i  = xn  - an~n~n -- an~/ .  + Wn, 
fn • ( I -  T)xn,  n > O, (16) 
~ln•( I -T )yn ,  n>O (17) 
converges trongly to x* as n --* oo. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let E be area/  norrned linear space and let G : E H 2 E be a uniformly 
continuous multivalued quasi-accretive operator with closed nonempty  values and a bounded 
range. Suppose that the inclusion 0 • x + Gx  has a solution x* • E.  Let {an}, {/3n} C [0, (1/2)) 
be real sequences such that 
(i) limn--,oo an = 0 = limn--,oo J3n, and 
(ii) En_>0a,~ = c¢. 
Let {U,~}, {Vn} C E be sequences such that IlU~ll -< KI~L liVnll <- K2a~ for some constants 
K1, K2 > 0. Then the sequence {xn} generated from an arbitrary Xo • E by 
Yn = xn  - [3n~n + l tn ,  
xn+l  = xn  - a .~n~n - an~lnVn, 
¢. e (z + c)x . ,  n > 0, (18) 
~n • (I + a)yn, n > O (19) 
converges trongly to x* as n --* oo. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let E be a real normed linear space and let T : E ~-~ 2 E be a uniformly contin- 
uous, uniformly hemicontractive multivalued map with nonempty closed values and a bounded 
range. Suppose that T has a fixed point x* E E. Let {un}, S{vn} c E be bounded sequences 
and let {an}, {bn}, {an}, {a'n}, {b'n}, {c'n} be nonnegative real sequences satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) an + bn-4-an = l -a  n + bn + 
(ii) lim,-~oo bn = 0 = limn-~oo b'; 
(iii) ~,_>0 bn -- oo; 
i _b~2. (iv) Cn = b~, c n 
Then the sequence {Xn} generated from an arbitrary xo E E by 
y .  = a 'zn  + b 'Un + e 'un ,  
Xn+l = anXn -4- bn~n -4- cnvn, 
#n E Txn,  n > O, (20) 
)~n E TYn, n >_ O (21) 
converges trongly to x* as n -~ oo. 
PROOf. We rewrite (20) and (21) as follows: 
y,~ = ~.  - b ' (~ .  - ~, . )  - c ' (~ .  - u . ) ,  
xn+i = xn - b,~b'n(xn - tt,~) - bn(yn - A,)  - bnc'~(Xn - un) - Cn(Xn -- Vn), 
n > 0, (22)  
n > 0. (23)  
Observe that A = (I - T) is uniformly quasi-accretive. The rest of the argument now follows as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.6. | 
REMARK 2.10. 
(i) If we set /3n -- 0 (or b' n - 0) in our theorems, then we obtain the strong convergence 
of iteration methods of Mann-type (with errors) which seem related to the main: results 
in [1]. We have also just been informed by the referee that a result similar to Lemma 2.1 
above has just been proved independently in [36]. 
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(ii) Our theorems also extend to the case of constructing the solution of the equat ion f E Ax  
for f E E arbitrary but  fixed. In such a case, we modify (8) and (9), say, thus, 
Yn = Xn  - /3n  (~n -- f), 
Xn+l = xn  -- Oen,Sn (~n -- f)  - o~n (71n -- f), 
~n E Axn,  n >_ O, (24) 
~nEAyn,  n>_O. (25) 
(iii) Our theorems extend, unify, and generalize several important  known results in this con- 
nection. In particular, our theorems extend (with trade-offs, in some cases) several results 
that  have appeared in at least one of the following ways: to more general spaces, to larger 
classes of operators, or to more general iteration processes (see, e.g., [1-10,12-20,22,24,26- 
30,32,33] and a host of others). 
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